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tremendous   value   to-day.    Let   us   admit   that   he
blundered :    let   us   admit   that   Natural   Rights  are
incompatible with evolutionary biology and that you
cannot first define the State as * a joint-stock protection
company for mutual assurance ' and then bestow upon
it the unity of a Social Organism ;   let us admit that
society cannot both be contractual like a limited liability
company   and   grow   organically   like   any  individual
creature.    Let us admit that his logic became tangled
in the maze of evolution, and that he never defined his
relative term * fittest *.    A man may be fit physically
or morally or economically or intellectually, and in an
economic society it is the economically fit who will
survive.    Does this  prove  that  all others should be
left to perish ?    Spencer certainly implies this, and his
theory of liberty had nothing of the quality of mercy.
Grant all these errors, yet much remains.    There is,
for instance, a continual insistence that the State can
only   function   through   individuals,   and   that   those
individuals   are   no   wiser   or   better   than   ourselves.
Accordingly all mystical worship of the State must be
scrupulously criticized and all fine phrases about * higher
unity ' translated, as the Utilitarians demanded, into
terms of human happiness or suffering.    And in the
second place, Spencer did thoroughly realize the danger
to society from the  consolidation  of forces and the
enormous growth of population.    He did foresee the
position of the citizen who should be one out of fifty
million, a power-unit with no sense of power, an elector
of superior people who would treat him in turn with
savage contempt as raw material for their pet theories
of reform and social betterment.    Like Mill, he foresaw
the   dangers   of   the   integrated   mob-mind,   crushing
with its  hideous  homogeneity  every   spontaneity 01
innovation : like Mill, too, he saw that democracy

